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Netherlandfi:
Replace articles
Article

III,

amendments to the v--a.Draft ConvenAon
IV and V by the follorsing

text:

III

"To obtain the recognition
8nd enforcement mentioced in the precedhg
article,
it will be necessary that the parties nemea in the fmra have
v8lidl.y agreed in writing, either by a speciel ag?eeroent or by an arbltml
clause in a contract, to settle their diffezeeaces by ueauf3 of arbitration.
I

Agreement in writing
telegrams."
Article
--

shall be held to include

excksnge of letters

or

IV
"Recognition

aa e+rcement

of the 8We.ra may only be refused if

(8) the paztles have not validly agreed in writing
arbitration
the matters dealt with in the SW&U%

to submit to

If part of the award deals with matters beyond the scope of the
submission to arbitrate,
that part of the 8W8rd which COnt8i.m ~eclsions
on matters submittea to arbitration
may be recognized
and enforced, provide&
this part can be se&%&rated from the part relating to the utters
not
submitted.
or
(b) the subject matter a! the award is not c8pable of settiement
by
arbitration
under the law of the country In which the award Is sought
to be relied upon,
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or
(c) the composition of the arbitral
tribunal
or the arbitral
procedure was not in accordance with the wpitten agreement of the
parties
or, failing
such agreement, with the applicable law,
or
(d) the party against whom the award is invokcl \?a6 not given
notice of the appointment of the arbitrator
or of the arbitration
proceeding6 in sufficient
time to enable him to present his case or,
being under legal incapacity,
was not properly represented,
or
(e) the award would have the effect of compelling the Papties to
act in a manner contrary to public poiCcy in the country of enforcement,
or
(f)
the award has been annulled in the country in ;Jhich It we6 made
or has not become final inthe
sense that it is still
open to ordinary
mean6 of recourse;"
Article

V

"1. The party
must supply:

claiming

the recognition

(a)

the original

(b)

the original written
copy thereof;

of an award or Its

award or a duly authenticated
agreement to arbitrate

enforcement

copy thereof;
or a duly authenticated

A duly certified
translation
of these documents into the official
language of the country where the award is sought to be relied upon
may be required.
2.
The
deemed to
agreement
mentioned

party seeking recognition
or enforcement of the award shall be
have proved prima facie the existence of the award and of the
to arbitrate
on vhicb it was based by the supply of the document6
under para, 1.

!The party contesting
the recognition
or the enforcement of the award
3.
shall prove the fact6 or circumstances
which give rise to the application
of. one or more of the ground6 for refusal mentioned in article
IV, unless
the campetent authority
In the country where recognition
or enforcement
is sought is satisfied,
after ex officio
investfgation,
of the presence of
such fact6 or circumstances."

